I spent the summer of 2021 in Zürich. It was
the most intense summer of travelling, loving,
swimming, talking and writing of my life so
far. I wrote a poem or took
a photograph almost
every day, and this
book contains
all of them.

The Shape of
Perfect

Conall de Paor

FOREWORD
I leapt on top of the summer after finishing my
bachelor’s degree. From May to September, I gave it
everything I had.
I flew to Zürich. I had lived in this place before. The first
time, I made good friends with this place. This time, I
fell in love with it. I jumped from Kornhausbrücke into
the river Limmat, I ate strawberries on the grass in
Kinawiese, I found connection, I felt that someday I
could belong here.
Writing this book as it was all happening was my way of
capturing emotionally how I felt each day with poems
and with photographs.
I regret deeply not having taken more time to write more
poetry and to take more photographs. As Caleb Azumah
Nelson quoted Donatien Grau in Open Water: “When the
Mind is lost in ecstasy, there is no condition for selfreflection, self-questioning.”
There are a lot of fantastic memories of far-fetched and
astounding days which have no poetic compliment. Like
the week in Malaga, hiking to the top of Fluebrig,
moving into Florhof, river surfing in Bern or meeting the
family of a German’s daughter.
Their absence from this book does not mean they are
insignificant to me. Instead, it is proof that those days
took up the whole of my soul and there was none of me
left to write about it.
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Before
Departure

Dad, do you Think You’d Ever Have
Been a Writer?
D’you think you’d ever’ve been a writer?
I asked my father as we drive to Dunmore
For a sea swim
The water was freezing
As is usual in May
But I was surprised with
How quickly we dispatched
One whole kilometer in open water.
“Only in Irish I think
I find it easier,
Less judgemental to
Write in Irish.”
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Bonmahon
The roaring waves
Are a lovely sound
My mother says.
The dog disappears
Into the beach grass
After the scent of rabbits
And the sight of birds.
We walk on the windy beach
From cliff to cliff
Admiring the houses
And wondering what anyone
Does for a living in
This long ago mining town
Called Bonmahon.
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Guillamene Cove 05:19am
Giddily tired we showed up
To a band of gold
Over a blue grey sea
At the Guillamene cove
Aysia, Jess
Liadain, Isobel
And I got into the sumptuously cold
Atlantic just as the
Golden light of the sun
Began pouring over the horizon
And spilling onto the sea
And our happy faces
We swam out to
Thread the open water
In a circle laughing
And sharing small bits of news
No coffee to be got that early
So it was hot chocolate in Thermoses
For all the happy swimmers
I’m so glad they all said yes
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We did silly dances and
Hugged each other in the grey drizzle
On that great grey strand

Four Friends Go Plane Spotting
C:“Woaahh!”
M: “I felt that in my chest!”
S:“I love planes!”
The Turkish Airlines A330
Lurched into the air
Alec, Shauna, Mel and I
Gawped at the fair flying beasts
At Dublin Airport,
We got passing trucks to honk
Between planes taking off.
Later, Alec gave me a note
At low tide in Portmarnock
He hugged me and said
“Everything I want to say is in there.
Read it when you get home”
I nodded.
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We dropped Alec and Shauna
Back to his grandmother’s
Where we had to fend off
Tea, coffee, sandwiches and
All kinds of kindness before
Saying goodbye
I hugged them so tightly
Alec and Shauna
The car doors shut
“That’s heavy on the heart now”
I said to Mel as we pulled away
Headed for Leixlip
I relished again the privilege
Of speaking to Mel alone
Before beginning my long journey home
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I met his father on the way out
Of his driveway
I should have said it to him straight:
“You have a wonderful son
And we love him”
But I think it was enough
To say that to Mel himself.
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The Last Moment
The last moment of
This part of my life is near
I’m about to jump
Off this rock out of
This time to newness
And possibility
Like jumping into cold water
I feel that hesitation
That dread of that first second
That first day.
But I’ll get through it.
Get to like it again
Get to love it again
But oh how I’ll miss
The people and the places
Which loved me first
I’ll always be coming back.
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The
Zürich
Poems
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Saturday night at Opernhaus
Walking along Bellevue
I am shown that
I will have to work
To fall back in love with this place.
The trains I’ve forgotten,
To the language I’m dumb
On the prom in Bellevue
Anonymous, it is clear
How much Tramore knows me like
This place never will without
Work and love and memories
And time.
I am ready to give
It all to this place.
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In a Memory on Züriberg
Running an old route
I feel as if I’m dropped
Into a memory.
The buildings, the heat
The track the view
Are the same.
I even listened to
The same music as back then.
But it wasn’t the same.
Of course it wasn’t.
I didn’t come back
To come back
I returned here
To continue the journey
I started.
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A Surprising Sunday Evening
A Dublin accent
On the number 10 tram meant
The scent of friendship.
Later, Luca cut
An expectant figure in
Tie dye and sunlight
Standing on cobbles
Between big walls with louvered
Shutters still open.
We ran to catch up
On the last year of our lives
And jumped in the lake
Looking at the pink
Snow caps of the alps in the
Simmering evening.
Back at his place he
Gave me a tour of the building
And its residents:
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Kathi rides a bike
Lighter than a cornflakes box
For hours on Sundays,
Valentiner weighs
His pasta but smokes like a
Chimney from a bong,
On the wall there’s paintings and part of
A pizza box from Coop and
Space for me to stick
Some marks of my own
On this place. I can’t wait
To participate.
On the way home I
Was that foreigner talking
Loudly on the phone.
To Alec, Shauna
Rob and Jacqueline who said
I looked quite happy.
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The First Day
Today, the first day,
Is the most important
But also the easiest
Of all days to get through
To your friends and a
Beer this evening
How long I have been
In familiar territory with
Familiar faces that I love!
It’s time now to go
Exploring new places
And new faces at my new job.
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BBQ at Florhofgasse
On that first day
Old faces come
And say hi.
Very little has changed
At the office
except me,
That evening at Florhofgasse
Pere Taulé Florés
And Pascal Romanescu
Appear before my eyes again
I meet Laura Bäer (Luca’s girl)
For the first time.
Pere starts joking:
“So…tell me…what is
Your problem…”
Leaving an awkward pause
“…Because if you’re with him
There must be something.”
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Far Far Away
That song by Whitney
Rings in my ears
The glissandos fall
Like lonely tears
But I’m not lonely
With all these people around me
Surely I can’t be
When they understand me.
My family
My friends
Are like rocks
On which my heart
Rests easily.
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Two Days Before
Our call gets closer
And I get sicker of these
Stones in my pocket.
I think what’s the use
of telling her how I felt
If I don’t feel now
The love I used to
Feel in spite of the distance
But I owe something.
I owe her, and I,
My honesty, unabridged
Honesty about
How I feel now
and what I want in the future
for myself and
A partner.
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One Day Before
A surfer sitting
On their board looking at the
Oncoming huge wave.
Will it break right on
Top of him, churning him up
In the white water?
Or will he ride down
The face of it again like
love never left him?
Or will he bob up
And over the top letting
The wave go in-shore
And paddle away
To the beach and his car.
Going away to look for
Another beach with more
waves to catch without having
to wait years for a good set?
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After Talking to Linda
After talking to her,
I know it will be hard
To start the writing.
It will take time to
Write my way through this hidden
Sadness about a loss
A loss of maybes
And possibilities makes
My heart ache like stone.
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Retreat to Rigiblick
Climbing on my bike
In the soft rain
Up to my redoubt
In this city
I escape to the grey clouds
To a space where I
Can settle my mind on something
It needs to think about.
Talking is best though
And when I come home,
Shauna and Alec draw the tears
Just by being there.
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Honey
A run in the rain
Resulted in pain
And catharsis,
I feel the need now
to run away from
ruminations on
A Love I can’t have.
Honey, I wish it
Was you I came home to.
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Paddy Reilly’s
I’m coming to new terms
With this city.
I’ve changed since my memories
Turned rosy,
I went for beers with
Old flatmates in a new place
They all had some news
They’d all become
More themselves after
Moving out of Auhofstrasse.
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One minute from departure
Two minutes after the best
Weekend in France with friends
I sat with tears on the train

And they stood on the platform
We were sad the time we stole
Was over, but so, so glad
We stole it in the first place
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Tired Poet Takes a Breather
I’m looking forward to
An evening alone
Away from people
TV and my phone
Only my books
A call on family
And a peaceful trek
Looking down at Zurisee.
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The First Bike Ride
Linus, Luca
Kateh, Conall
Climbing up in the sun
To come screaming down
To Greifensee
Where Luca wore
Militärische Badenhose
And us three just laughed
And looked forward to pizza
On our return thanks to Sarah
My Dad called me
The next day
To give me Kudos
In real life and on Strava.
I could hear him smiling.
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Two Strangers Come Face to Face in
Zürich
Cornerstones, rooftops
And green hills behind
Sail by the tram window.
This great snake swims
Down toward the lake
A stop comes up.

Out of embarrassment
Onto the seat in front
Or the ad in your tram
But it does nothing
For the uncomfortable
Closeness of it.

Another tram coming
The other way pulls
In at the same time.

You steal a look
Only to catch her
And be caught yourself
Staring.

A flurry of steel, glass
And faces flying past
The window slowing gently

You don’t look away
Neither of you do
And now the two windows

Stopping directly in front of
Her eyes not six inches
From yours through the glass.

Seem hard as rock
And the doors are closing
The motor whining

You both stare obliquely
Closely for a split second
Before your eyes leap away

Her face is pulled away
Across the window and slides
Back into the sea of this city.
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Time on Saturday
The peaceful silence
Of a Saturday.
This morning I’m meeting
No one, greeting just one
Moment at a time.
I escaped to the present
“Through which all future
Plunges to the past”
And is made irrevocably
Real. Here.
Now is the moment
Of all the moments
This one, is the present.
What peace will you find in it?
What will you do with it?
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Later that Saturday
Threading water with
One hand, beer in the other
Friends in a circle
In lake Zurich as
The sun sets and brave souls dive
From the 10ft piles.
Before we go, I
Try a Gaynor from the pier
A Tremendous smack
On the back and some
Considerable sympathy
From professionals.
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Books
I wish I could
consume them all as soon as
I see their covers.
Give me a life where
I can read all that I want
And not feel lonely.
Where I do only
What is worthwhile and good
For me and my family.
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Dixon+Byrne

Roche+Beatty

I know it’s different
From the outside but I wish
I had what they have
The love the comfort
The closeness and the support
For one another
Built up over years
Of happy times and sad times
Into solid stone.
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The love I allow
I will not let love
Just hit me.
I’ll seek out the love
I want and deserve
Perhaps it’s best to
Wait until Toulouse where I’ll
Be set for two years.
Or maybe there’s no
right time to let love in.
When love arrives, it’s there.
And when it’s not
It’s not.
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Caffeine
Back to my big desk
In a knot of anger
But then, a coffee.
The first sip – No, gulp Sends blood flowing through my ears
And calm through my heart.
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Swimming Alone
Although you feel incomplete
This lone configuration
Must be able
To fulfil itself
Before you can hope
To love someone
Else again.
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Construction
From a world I love
And which loves me
I come to one
Which I have to build myself.
It’s not easy or simple
Or obvious or comfortable
Like my other world
But it’s right.
To try and construct
A life for yourself
Somewhere else if not to stay
Then to say at least you travelled.
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Rain Prepares Thee for Loneliness
Arriving alone in the rain.
Florhofgasse is packed but quiet.
I feel lonely
By some trick of the callous mind
Though I’m simply not.
My room feels like
a safe space and a prison at
the same lonely time.
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A Slice of Life in this City
Trams to my right
Friends old and new
To my front and left
The sunset seeps between buildings
And throws itself over
Re-place at Kunsthausplatz
This place is 200 yds
From my bed
And walking home
With a full stomach
Makes it
Feel like an extension
Of my living room.
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ETH Höngeberg Party
Toshi’s text led me back
To a world I missed dearly:
Students, beer, dancing.
I spoke to some girls
But didn’t I forget to
Brush my teeth that day!
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The Spanish Rocks
Schnebelhorn with two
Rocks called Pere and Eli
Ten years together.
The alpine foothills
Jostled for the vista and
We ate the wood strawberries.
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The First Try
When we kissed in the dark
At the MFO park in Oerlikon
An old door opened
And let something in.
After two beers on a dead Monday
We went to her place.
I spent the night in her bed
And it was nice
to have someone to hold
and kiss in the dark
but I couldn’t help
thinking about the end.
Her name is
I.M.E.
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Clairvoyance
For many years
I’ve been lying
myself through solitude
That method hasn’t proven
To be that useful
And then I find myself
Talking to you
I cannot speak anything
But the truth
I forget who I am
And who is who
Such blissful ignorance
I think I can be happy too.
-I.M.E.
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Loving Well
To stave off cowardice
It’s necessary to love well.
When someone looks you
Dead in the eyes
And tells you
That you’re amazing;
That they’ve never
Liked someone this fast
And she puts her hand
On the back of your head
And asks you to come
To Petersburg or Berlin
You say yes!
Yes to it all!
Jump right in for
a sincere swim in
love and don’t
let the future and the past spoil
the present moment
sitting across from her.
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Rigiblick Party
The only way
To take in love
Like this is numerically
Step by step by
Stepping out of the party
Onto the balcony
To kiss and talk tenderly
Beside the rain.
The second floor smokers
Come out to tame us
But have good fun trying to guess
“Just where did you get that T-shirt?”
We retreat inside
To the dancefloor
Then her room
Where she read her poems
And we listened to Joy Crookes.
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This City
This city can take
You home like a river
And can spring you off
Into any other
The hands of all Europe
Are held together here
By tradition, custom
Proximity and beer.
To fall in love here
Is to fall into a continent
Of possibilities
And adventures.
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12:26am
Holding you hand in mine
It’s forever 12:26
Only one word comes to mind
One word I try to deny.
Love
And you say
“I feel like I’m falling
Into and endless pit
But it feels so good
I don’t want to come out of it.”
So, there it is
Unequivocal electricity
-I.M.E.
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Fear Both Ways

In Bed in Berlin

HypothalamicHypogonadic axis
Words like that are hard

I’m sinking
Beneath the waves of wakefulness
Into the sea of sleep.

Not to analyse
And investigate where they
might lead: Love or Pain

I’ve a hole in my bow
And I’m taking on water.

And why do I fear
both of these directions why
do I feel guilty?
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But I’m glad to sink
Into bed with you.
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LX977

The Jewish Museum

You to my left
Heavens to my right
And here in between
I struggle to feel on my own

In the huge blank voids
Made of concrete and filled
With nothing but dim light
A history is remembered.

The sensation of endlessness
Endlessly letting me breathe
And still when I see you
I can’t help but hold my breath.

Pushing through the heavy door
Into the voided void
I stare upwards, dumb
At the magnitude of the catastrophe.
-I.M.E.
In the garden of exile
The tilted pillars and uneven floor
Make me think of the anguish
Of leaving and having
Your home destroyed behind you.
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The Happy Man’s Calendar
We met at Kinawiese
I wore my sunglasses
And summer shirt.
I cut a blissful figure
For Luca, Pere and Jeni
Waiting on the wall for me.
The water was glossy
And relaxed, the sun
Was going down and
We talked about my story
Which had all happened
Since I last saw Pere.
At the burger place
He told me
“Enjoy it.
This is not normal
The way you’re falling for her
And I’m a little jealous.”
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Dinner at the Hasler’s
A glad reunion
To which I was an honoured
Guest and Spectator.
Petonc, the frog game
ping pong were played
And the sign gift was given.
Dinner and desert
And the laughter made me full
Of something like pura vida.
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Transitory Flow
Leaning over the palisades
Of Bellevue-bridge
Into the churning Limmat.
This life and this river
Quicken and slow
At their own whim.
And it’s up to me
To move as I want in it
To adapt to the pace of things.
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Waking up
Waking up with her
Is to softly land awake
Into a quiet morning
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Sailing
I’d no idea
I’d go sailing on this sea
With you this season
But the tide rushed in
The clouds flew off and my boat
Sailed itself to you.
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Irreversible
The hour long minute
Spent holding your dying hand
I’ll never want it.
But in it I’ll wish
It longer and longer till
My hand sweats and aches
From holding on to
Time which gives and takes away
Each tired sad second
Spent mourning what will
be lost rather than thinking
of all that’s made real
Irreversible
Life as a fait accomplit
Is the view for me.
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Parent’s visit
Wine from Spain
With ice cream, she
And my parents
By the night lit lake.
After two flying days
Existing with them
Showing them my world
And it’s people.
Right now
I wish my world
Were not about to change
Country and pace.
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Breakfast at Rigiblick
You’re making coffee
Just the way I like it
And your homemade granola
In the big glass jar
Is sweet yet salty.
If the way to a man’s heart
Is through his stomach
Then you my dear, are on the Autobahn
Making straight for it.
And if I wait much longer
I’ll find it very hard
Impossible maybe
Come September and my departure
To let you go.
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I.M.E.

When she looks at me
She sees me
Not all of me

She makes me coffee in the morning
While I lie in her bed surrounded
By plants, books and photographs

But a lot for her first try
And I feel like I see her

She puts her hands on my cheeks
And calls me darling, sweetheart
Conall and cutie-pie

But I want to see more.
I want to explore
The whole breadth of her

She writes
Poetry much better than mine
And has the confidence to write novels

From how she does her hair
To how she talks to her mother
What she looks for in plants
And what she sees in my eyes

She bakes, she talks
She loves and is loved
By her friends and family.
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I want to stay
I want to grow
With her
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Morning Swim
The water lapped
The concrete shore
We leapt in
Under the sun
To the lake.
She held us
Not as coldly
As the Atlantic
But she buoyed
Us up through
The day all the same.
And the golden sun
Shone on Landiwiese
And the other coast
Tomorrow morning
We’ll the light there.
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Curtain
Something immense and loud
Fades to silence behind me
As I exit this stage called Zürich.
I have finally time to breathe
After a long and storyful act of summer.
Though I leave now
Through the airport stage-left
I know there’ll be a sequel.
And I’ll get the chance to equal
This experience and exceed it
But not repeat it.
The next show down the road
Begins soon.
So I take off this costume
And don the next
For my new roll
As a master’s student in Toulouse.
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